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’Union’ Smokers Get
Warning from Fe’se
A memorandum from Graduate Manager Bill False to Henry
Stoltenbsrg, custodian of the Student Union, calling attention to
the lack of cleanliness in the card and game-playing aria of the Volume XXXVIII
stnion was read ,at the Student Council meeting last Tuesday.
FeIse, in the memorandum,
threatened to recommend that
smoking be barred in the union if
the situation prevailed. He suggested that a little thinking on
the part of the students who use
the card and game- tables would
remedy the condition.
Stoltenberg has put up several
signs that ask students to put
their ashes and butts in the ash
trays, and has pointed to possible
"diastic action" it the request is
.
not obeyed.
Council member Betty Brisbin
reported that the Spartan ShOp
board has decided against having
a coffee dispenser in the coop.
Mrs. Eva Carver, coop head, believes that there is too much electricity being used now-.
thP ernieenmisi -of the
’N’a
board that a -juke box in the
coop is unsatisfactory. When the
coop is full the music can’t be
heard, and when the stools are
empty the music is too loud.
C o ii ncll members asked Miss
Brishin to investigate the possibility of having a juke box
"pay for itself."
The senior class will run a eontest to pick the best suggestions
-fee-ttw-elasa. -gift lasik-yetties. graduating class gave an electric -clack
and scoreboard for the Men’s gym.
The council approved awards
for nine varsity basketball morn:
hers. 14 frosh basketball playors,
and five managers. .
Hamilton Field will be the scene
of the six weeks’ training session
for ROTC men this summer.

SAB Board
Releases New
Regulations
The SAB board has released the
following additions to the date
book regulations which appeared
in the .Spartan Daily on Feb. 20.
"An pen .finittion is any affair
open to any ASB member, with
an attendance of over 200. A
closed function is an affair open
only to the members . and guests
of an organizajion."
"Violations of SAB decisions as
governed- by -the by-laws.-sleall .be
referred to the Student Court with
recommendation of penalty from
SAB."
"The regulations concerning the
entering of dates and the date
book will be sent to the organizations ,at the beginning of each
quarter."
The Student Activities board explains its purpose as follows:
"At the council meeting of
-Moron -8, the finat constitution of
the SAB board WaS approved. The.
SAB board was organized in :sinter ’49. by the Student Council
in order to promote harmony and
coordina t ion between ’organizational affairs and student body affairs by closer regulation of the
date book."

UP ROUNDUP

Music Lovers
Coed Vanishes; Hear Concert
Stirs inquiry
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Dean Diminick Sinks Shovel

Miss Helen Dimmick, dean of women, turns the first shovelful of earth while Mrs. Izetta Pritchard,
housing director, sinks her shovel, instigating building of a new dormitory at 260 S. 11th street. Left
Jim
to right, Mrs. Pritchard; Mrs. %’era Weybrew. Ince.: hoarding house housemother; Miss Dimmick;
Weybrew, one of the builders; Clara Grigsby, ttttt semother of new dorm; AI Johnson, other bulkier; C.
K Jorgensen, contractor; building foreman, and Leonard (lox er, draftsman.
- -

Two Enterprising Male Staters Build ’,lean Pitman
Super- Equipped Dormitory for Girls Gets Award
Two San Jose State college students of an enterprising nature,
Vs/4brew and Al Johnson, are building a ,girls’ dormitory on
.
Souill I I th .street.
Miss Helen Dinvnick, dean of women, and Mrs. Izetta Pritchard,

5iim
By JOHN MEMEL
A capacity audience attended 26Q
the college symphony orchestra’s;
Jeri Lou Ely, 18-year-old Uni- ’concert Tuesday evening and Was ’
versity of Michigan coed, has been pleasantly entertained by the fine housing director, conductedlround
missing since Monday. First clue performances of soloists and orch- b re a k i n g cererrroniet yesterday,
!
morning.
, .
in her mysterious disappearance estra.
house
’
will
which
was reported yesterday.
dormitory,
The
Under the direction of Dr. Lyle
Her roomate received a postcard W. Downey, the orchestra played 30 girls when completed fall quar-;
yesterday saying:L, "Am going to works of three contemporary corn- ter, is the idea of two students
restdon’t worry." The card was posers two of which are "firsts" who laid out the tentative plans
Ski club members who have not
postmarked Ann Arbor and was for the college iymphony.
themselves. They conferred with yet signed up to spend spring vamailed 2:30 p.m. Monday.
The performance of Menotti’s Miss Dimmick and Mrs. Pritchard cation at Cal Ski lodge will have
Police discounted a rumor that "Concerto in -F Major," with Wil- to make for "better livini" before a chance to do so today and tothe girl had gone to California to liam J. Erlendson as piano soloist, the final plans were drawn up by morrow.
visit an unidentified boy friend in marked the first local presenta- a professional draftsman.
John Steele. club .president, an-.
San Jose. The youth, contacted tion of this work. Thoroughly conSpecial features ot the two-stor- nounced yesterday that a booth
by telephone, said he didn’t think temporary in spirit, it has appeal ied, stucco building include a will be open in the Library arch
she was coming to see him.
for the modern listener and its snack room where lunches can be today from 10:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
Police do not suspect foul play, performance was well within the prepared, baths for every two and Friday horn 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.
but are conducting a thorough in- range of the orchestra. The con- rooms, a public address system in for those wishing to make reservestigation.
certo was highlighted by the bril- the reception room and a com- vat ions.
Steele emphasized that the cost
liant piano playing of Mr. Erlend- plete laundry room in the baser
SHOULD RESIGN!
house- of $17.30 for the trip is extremethe
for
apartment
An
ment.
son.
His
performance
is
especially
Dr.
Robert
Gordon
Sproul
the ly reasonable for a full week’s
should resign as. president of the significant since the piece had mother will be provided on
skiing at one of California’s most
University of California rather been played only three times in first floor,
attractive ski areas."
the
States,
twice
United
the
by
and
11
meals
a
room
Cost
for
than submit to the "indignity" of
week will iUn on an average with
loyally oaths for his faculty, a for- famed Rudolph Firkusny.
Mahler’s "Fourth Symphony, in other local houses, $173 a quarter.
.xner Stanford. professor said yesG Majar" was played for the-Tirst Cost of the dorm. including furnterday.
’-Dr. Edward J. Spading, now time by a college orchestra Tues- ishings, will total about $36.000
The boys have been interested
president of Roosevelt college, day evening.. Slow, comfortable
Chicago, said it was "a short step" themes of this composition creat- in providing good housing for
from loyalty oaths to removing ed moods appropriate to dream- some time. Weybrew’s parents opOperetta and Negro spiritual
textbooks and firing teachers ing, Gloria Surian, student sopra- erate a boarding house on South type music sviVe presented by the
warm
a
as
received
reception
no,
Sixth street. With the aid of a choral ensemble Friday evening in
whose views differ from the trussoloist .in the fpurth part of the loan and a small capital they are
tees of schools.
the Morris Dailey auditorium.
work.
going to realize their ideas. ’
The ensemble will be under the
DELAY SCHOOL BILL
Weybrew is a graduating senior direction of Mr. Kenneth Hartzler,
By a one-vote margin, the House
in GE from San Jose and Johnson music faculty member, and will be
Labor committee yesterday kept
is an accounting-economics Major assisted by the student string
alive a federal aid to education
also from San Jose, who will be quartet. The program will include
bill, and delayed consideration of
graduated in June.
performances of student soloists
the aid issue until April 17.
and a Mozart composition to be
Guest speaker at today’s Senior
played by the string quartet.
KILLS HOUSING AID
orientation assembly will be Don
Soloists will be Thelma Johnson,
The Senate yesterday killed out - True, executive secretary for the
Weida Hamilton, Roger Conklin,
’right the administration’s propos- San Jose Chamber of Commerce.
Virginia Schroefler, and Donald
ed program of aid to cooperative True will pr,esent :a . brief (hems,
Lathrop.
housing and then rejected a much- sion of the activities of the
Dave Howard, mangier of .the
inmulaegelloc
The program will begin at 8:15
milder substitute.
association,
Inter-Vartiity Christian Fellowship p.m. and will be free to the public.
was
reThe chamber secretary
staff in charge of foreign mission
cently named to head the mem ensdidates, will be guest speaker
IlersalP campaign for the SOW for the last.sdnter quarter meetScraping the early elbrniag. fog alumni association. ,,A San
ing al the Collegiate Christian
A renunsge sale le beteg held
’ out of his eyes, the forecastse State college graduate, he is
club in Sill at 12100 p.m. t ad a y
y.tbe dpartaa Speen
predicts today to be fair, with fit- forever student -body Resident
Sga.$7.
at
Chairman for this week’s grotie change
teemerature: YesterStag .Eltstragd, Ccdait Mai11g,49..p.m. The sale esnelele
day’s temperatures ranged be. gram Is- Belmont .8eiA.- Senior
isodsamsa artWsi
twain a .low of -43 and a. high’ of orientation is heid everrTlealsoller invites sal.
Vallw nierabers and Wider toalignid the .ehe Internmities aless kat *rib
65. Skies were overcast in .the at 11:30 a.m. in
ter.
anal meeting et_ the minneer.
morning, but cleared by afternoon. auditorium.
.

Number

Skiers Sign-up
V
For Vacation

Dean Paul M. Pitman, outgoing
president of the Community Welcouncil, was -awarded a certificate of appreciation for his services to the community at a dinner
Tuesday evening. The award was
presented to Dean Pitman at the
conclusion of his farewell speeCh
to the council at its first anniversary dinner meeting in the
Catholic Women’s center.
Dean Pitman, who is to be president of the College of Idaho
traced the first year’s work of the
council. He declared that the factors responsible for the success of
the council were leadership, teamwork and structure.
The functions of the council
were explained by Dean Pitman,
who said that the council was
more than a combination of the
regular welfare organizations. It
both encompasses them and goes
far beyond to bring all groups into a united effort to solve community problems.
The award was presented on
behal( of the council by Patrick J.
Peabody, second vice-president of
the organization.

fare
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Choral Ensemble
Robert Kelly,
Presents Concert
NSA President,
Speaks Here Today

Former Spartan
To Speak Today

Howard to Speak

At CCFMeetivg

The Weather

’Jose

Items
rel. Sel/ Lost

Morris

-

Robert A. Kelly, president of
the National Student Association,
will be on San Jose State college’s
campus today. He will speak and
answer questions concerning the
NSA at 10:30 o’clock
in the
Lounge of the Student Y. Kelly is
being sponsored by the ASB.
The NSA represents the student
governments of over 300 American
colleges and universities.
Kelly. 20 years old, was a senior
in history at St. ,F.ter’s college
in New Jersey, when elected to
the presidency at NSA jn the summer .of ’49. He won ’the American
Legion Nationel Orates:heal Contest in 1945. .
kifiving oitiltarestua. At. Alan&
131dVoligt7-.0e San
coMele.
MAW
114y_Assit,

helms& tOriessampilig 11
Mop. at Ilan Joie Blearrellielic
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Thrust and Parry.
More on Atheists

Sports Hard Work
To Thrust and Parry:
"Our job is the college program," says President Macquar(Spartan Daily 3 14, p.
Sports tournaments, such as the
NA’, interfere too much with the
college program, thinks he. Speaking for all of us, he says, "We
are not interested ip winning too
many games."
Basketball, as well as the other
sports in which our men participate, is a substantial part of our
college program. The basketball
team President MacQuarrie was
so satisfied with, the kind of team
he termed a "greased machine,"
didn’t just happen, It required
many long hours of arduous effort. It required fighting spirit,
a will to win. Our basketball players had what it takes. In each
and every game, they (and the
student body) were considerably
interested in winning.
If an NIT invitation had come
their way, it would have been a
’deserved recognition of their
splendid effort, and a credit to
the college. For these reasons,
the "junket" would have been
worth the time and expense.
Sherman Thurston, ASB 3837.

whieh

By BILL EPLER

Barton L. Collins, captain of detectives in the San Jose police
department, is a 1935 graduate of San Jose State college, where
he majored in social science and police administration.
Collins was born in Nevada City, Calif., and came to San Jose

Leon Green, post-war graduates
from the college police school are

By MARGOT MILLER
Students heave a sigh of relief as mid-terms become a thing
-of the past, and think forward
apprehensively to finals. They are
not alone in their dread of finals
week; for pert Mrs. Daisy Matthews of the personnel department also takes a dim view of
finals with .their inevitable IBM1
tests.
Mrs. Matthews is responsible
for seeing that all those IBM
forms 445, 157, 1552, 444, et al
are’ corrected.
Even though the IBM machine
in her office can check somewhere
between 400 and 600 forms an
hour, seeing that 35,000 forms
are corrected each quarter --- in
addition to her other duties ---is
no mean job.
Rented by School
Mrs. Matthews regaids the IBM I
the college rents+
maehine,
for $40 a month, almost with’
awe. It will give right and wrong
by ’dumb or extremely honest.
answers, right minus wrong, right recting objective examinations
possible to beat the machine,"
Mrs.
perfect,
not
is
still
hand,
minus part of the wrong, and I
dis- revealed, "or it would be it tilr,
many other combinations, she ex- Matthews said. Among the
machine operator didn’t .
t(’I1
advantages she listed are:
plained.
carefully."
into
fed
be
must
Papers
(1)
When asked how the machine;
Despite this, students seldom deaccomplished all this, she replied the machine by hand.
(2) Scores must be ’recorded by liberately try to cheat on the IBM
with charming naivete, "I can’t’
exams, she said.
explain exactly; I just push the. hand.
Mrs. Matthews came to an
(3) The machine can correct
right buttons."
Jose, via Oakland and Boston
"By the way," she a dde d, only 200 questions without being
in 1920, graduated from San
"correcting exams along with reset.
Jose
State. and has worked at
Scarce
Grades
Perfect
all our personnel work is getthe college In the personnel
In her approximately three years
ting to be a pretty big job. We
will need an extra ’button- of scoring exams with the IBM office since 1928.
She has four children and nine
pusher’ in the office next fall machine, Mrs. Matthews has enand are considering hiring a col- countered only one perfect paper. grands_hildren,. Her_ interests. in"That was achieved by a student clude gardening and .college sports
lege 0.1."
a music appreciation course," (San Jose State college sports,
in
Twinkling, she remarked, "This
of course).
is throwing in a free plug, I she said.
Her husband was formerly an
.Mrs. Matthews expresseji the
guess."
and acting head of the
instructor
college
State
Jose
San
that
belief
although
it
The !BM machine,
is a great improvement Over cor- students are either extremely music department at the college

To Thrust and Parry and ASH
7777:
I do not mean to carry on a de-hate with ASB /777-th-rouffi tlfe
SPARTAN DA:LI’. but his answer to my answer deserves an
answer.
First, I think, it would be wise
to clear up a point that is the
crux of the matter. Webster defines Christian as: Professing or
pertaining to Christ or the religion based on Christ’s teaching.
Therefore the question is not, is
ASB 5482 an Atheist or not? But
rather, are all non-Christians
atheists? God and the belief in
God were here on earth long before Christ and Christians. According to the "logic" of 7777
therefore: Christ and St. Peter
were - Jews, Jews are atheists,
therefore Christ and St. Peter are
atheists. I am sure that it is not
the conclusion he wished to reach
but there it is.
Second: I had presumed that
the prime motive for one attending college was to question. This
does not mean to rationalize nor nothing atheistic or debased about
hide the truth but seek it out no wanting to investigate all phases
matter where it lies or what tra- of life and morality.
ASB 5482.
dition it dissolves. Therefore I see

Former SJS Police Student
Leads City Detective Force
when he wan four Jeers old. He
attended local schools and played
guard on the high school football team.
’Bart," as he Was popularly
dubbed, was a four-letter football player at San Jose State college. At that time freshman were
permitted to play on the varsity.
He was se*cted all -conference
guard for two years andduring
his last year at State accumulated the most individual playing
time. Bart was the spark plug
of the Spartan line, and in his
senior year was voted the most
valuable player.
Rose Rapidly
After graduation from State.
Bart joined the San Jose police
department in August, 1935 as a
Patrolman. After four years in
prowl cars he was made a plainclothes man in 1939 and one year
later was promoted to sergeant.
During the war Bart --rose to the
rank of detective and in 1944 was
made captain of detectives.
He is in charge of the investigation of all felonies. Following the
arrest of suspected persons, he
prepares the cases for court and
submits the evidence to the district attorney for prosecution.
Bart ,proudly paints to the fact
that the San Jose police department has a higher percentage of
solved cases than any other police
department in California.
Bart has found his police
school training at San Jose
State college of invaluable assistance and praised the Instruction offered In the school. He
commented on the fact that
three of the four captains in
San Jose police department are
graduates of the police school
here.
Jack Wilson, Herb Miller and

IBM Machine Corrects
35,000 Papers a Term

MRS. DAISY AILATTHEN’s
shown-here with- the-11111 machine with which she correets
over 105,000 students’ tests, a%
well as many, more personnel
tests, each year Mrs. Matthests
is one of two persons In the
Personnel department who
knows how to run the machine.
photo by Hildenbrandt.
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BART COLLINS
now on the San Jose police force
and are proving to be excellent
officers.
In spite of -the heavy demands
on his ’office, Collins finds time
for much community service work.
He is a member of the executive
council of the San Jose State college alumni association and is also
a member of the board of supervisors of the Community Welfare
council.
Aids Fund Drives
He helps to organize and conduct the fund-raising drives for
the community service organizations. He is a trustee of the
Presbyterian church and is an
executive of the Y.M.C.A.
Bart is marriefl and his wife,
the former Mary Youngran, is a
1936 graduate of San Jose State
college. She was president of the
A.W.S. and was voted’ the most

Here’s Where
Those Taxes Go
PresiWASHINGTON- -(UP)
dent Truman, with his yacht and
gold-plated limousine, could well
be the best paid man in the world.
At least that’s the ’way ti looks
to a Republican congressman who
has made a close study of how the
chief executive lives_
Rep. Roy 0. Woodruff, R.,
Mich., says Mr. Truman has a
yearly salary of $100,000 a fter
taxes, a pretty substantial takehome pgy by any standards in
these days of high taxes.
’But it’s- not just the salary that
impresses Woodruff.
The president, he nored, also
sports a fleet of 35 automobiles,
two planes, a private pullman car,
a yacht, a navy destroyer escort
and a couple of vacation hideaways.
They cost an estimated $30,433,000 originally and are manned by
665 people whose salary runs to
about $1,500,000 a ’year, Woodruff
said.
A private citizen. he- added,
would need $3,500,000 a year to’
live on the same scale,
The president’s yacht, the Williamsburg, would cost a private
owner $250,00 a yedt. The Navy,
which supplies a crew of 100 men,
stands the expense.
The ,president’s two planes, cornplete with kitchen facilities and
elevatoTs, are paid for by the air
force. The :ndependence, a super
deluxe DC-, costs 8120,00 a year
for the crew alone.

Screwball ’Hornsby’ Really
Wows Them in Hollywood
By VIRGINIA MacPHERSON
United Press Hollywood Correspondent HOLLYWOOD.(UP}--A man who thinks anything can be funny
even an ashtray, if you give it half a chanceis "outscrewballing"
screwball Hollywood these days.
The natives hereabouts (who aren’t always noted for their sane
and sober antics) are flocking to see this guy who calls himself "Hornsby" and goes around for five solid hours hollering "creesh" and squirting dry ice at the customers.
They started out thinking he wasn’t real. And by the time they
derided hp was, they had the
around and slap.

"Hornsby habit." And Charley
Foy’s Supper Club never coined
so much dough from the bignames around town.
Hornsby is strictly a character.
Does a five-hour nonstop show
without a break. Has his meals
served on the stage and munches
apple pancakes and potato chips
while he reels off his inexhaustible supply of gags.
Every SO seconds he bellows
out "Creesh I" And if a lady
customer appears jittery as he
swings over her head on a high
trapeze, he booms out: "Don’t
get nervous. I know what I’m
doing."
Two minutes later, like as not,
he has her up on the stage for
a magic act where he finishes her
off good. His favorite gag is to tie
tWb scarves together and tuck ’em
down her neckline,

Creesh," pulls out the scarves, and
therewhere
herewhere the knot used to is a brassiere. He does the same
thing on her hip, yanks the
scarves away, and --nothing happens. "Ooops!" Hornsby shrugs.
"No lingerie."
He has a life-sized blonde
model behind him at the mike
popular coed.
They have three daughters; and, whenever the mood strikes
Kathryn, 7; Jean, 4; and Barbara
1. Bart hopes they will attend
San Jose State college. He likes
the school and believes that it
does an excellent job of preparing
young men and women for leading roles in modern society.

1. Delicious Food
2. Easy Parking
3. Courteous Service

NOTICE TO ALL
SORORITIES AND FRATERNITIES!
Dunking is now done at

DIERKS
371 West San Carlos

Slap//e .2)rive-in
Reilaurani
Santa Clara St. at I 2tIt

him, he whirls
her In the mouth,
lie sings, he plinks a mean
piano, he plays Tcords, he SwIng;
from the rafters, he dives oil a
life-raft suspended from’ the etiling. And if he isn’t the cra/ie-a
thing turned loose around IIulIwood in Many a moon, he’ll rlo
until somebody crazier C011p:‘
along.

NORD’S
SANDWICH SHOP
Candy
Cigarettes
Sandwiches
10S EAST SAN FERNANDO

SAVE 10%
On

Shoe Repairs
-

You can’t refuse
this offer!!!
Take advantage of this 10% reduction offer to all S.J.S. student body
card holders.

ANTHONY’S
Shoe Service
276 S. 1st

CV 34754
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Announce Additional Courses
In English and PV, Department
For the first time a seminar course, exclusively for graduate stuwill be offered during the sprint quarter, according to Mrs.
Bobble-Waddington, secretary to the English department.
, The settinee, "Age of ’Johnson," English 230, will be taught by

dents,

Dr. Harold Miller. It is a four-"i
.
.
.
unit eaurse.:
Due to its popularity, - English
164, "Eui:opean Novelists," will
. offered this spring. Normally, it 11
is only. given during the fall guarter. This t o-unit course_will be
-II:taught Tly-Dr_ Roberta Holloway.
Dr. :Josephine Chandler who
teaches English 138, "Victorian
The Student Y Transportation
Poets," will beon sabbatical leave
bureau yesterday announced the
next quarter. Her position will be
need for more drivers, particularly
filled by Dr. Esther Shepherd,
to the heavily populated Los AnMrs. Waddington announced.
’
geles.’ area’ DAD, tip. oat of -at-ate
A definite schedlide for Englocations.--------------------Iisb 110, "Advanced Creative
Writing," has been determined. I Only two drivers who have
Taught by Mr--PitrrIn Lowrey, signed up are driving out iff slate,
this three-unit. course will be- , and there are eight riders who
given Monday and Friday from wish jo_lealeJto-zzou-Gaitifi.,
I" rest ences. One person is driving
to ,Seattle, another is motoring
-34-3444"1"--tirstreet.
This quarter, students Pre be- across the country to _Massachuing invited to attend upon sub- setts.
mission of a self-written maripOf the eight out-of-state riders
script, Mrs. Waddington stated. who filled out cards, two wish to
Previously students Were ’allowed go to Burley, Ida.: and one each
admission upon the recommenda- to Elkhart. Ind.: Portland. Ore
tion
,
’Eugene, Ore.: Laramie, Wyo., and
Teach Camp Counseling
New York, N. Y.
A new women’s P.E. class to
Bob Skillicorn, new Spartan Daily editor, is pictured above (center), "getting rid" of out -going co-edit- prepare summer camp leaders will
be offered spring quarter, Dr.
ors, Jim Hayes (right) and Mary Frydenlund.
photo by George Gravel
Irene Palmer, women’s P.E. department head, announced yesterST *
3a5i
day.
The purpose of the new ’
course, as she outlines it, is to
lit SAN JOSE SHOWING
"better equip students in theory
1950’s TOP ADVENTURE IN
and practice for camp counselor
knis- -tin ..141. xlex t topment
"The Assembly Ways and’ Means of ’camping skills."
and
the
Senate
Finance
commit-,
The’ end-quarter final schedule is as follows:
.Practical -experience-1K -outdoor
MUCH SUSPENSE
i tees of the California legistralliv 1King and outdoor education will
Monday, March 20
CAN A MOVIE
Classes meeting AV
; today added $335,000 for state be included in class work. Cook7:30- 9 10
-7:30 MWF or Daily
i education assistance for Veterans, outs and an overnight are planned.
HOLD?
9:20-11 00
9:30 TTh
to the proposed budget of GovEligible persons are women
11:10-12’50
11:36- MWF or -Daily
ernor Earl Warren.
students in sophomore and
1:40- 3 20
1:30 TTh
The :committees were informed! upper division classes. Men stu3:30- 5 10
3:30 MWF or Daily
that veterans are turning to the; dents may enroll with approval
state program in ever increasing I of the instructor in charge.
Tuesday, March 21
Classes meeting at:
numbers as they exhaust their I The class is scheduled to he
7:30- 9:10
7:30’ TTh .
federal "G.I." benefits..
!offered at 11:30 to 1:20 on Tues9:20-11:00
. 9:30 MWF. or Daily
There are 163 Cal-Vet. at San. days and Thursdays with Miss
11:10-12:50
11;30 Trti I
Jose State; college this quartos as ; Eleanor Coombes instructing. Miss
1:00- 2:30
,
All English Ax,,Ay, Az classes
compared to 117 ’for’ the’ same Ardith Frost will teach the class
2:40- 4;20
1:30- 111W? 01 Daily
period, last year._ ’Mere MT 100 on Tuesdays and Thursdays at
4:30- 6:10
’
3:30.
TM
fewer veterans this quarter who 1:30 to 3:20.
.
. .
are attending under PLi.346._than
Wednesday, March 22
Claws meeting at:
Were at this time last year.
7:30- 9:10
‘. .- f4:30 MWF or Daily
Of the 29 veterans whose fed9:20-11:00
.
10:30 TTh
eral entitlement ran out during
11:10-12:50
.: . 12:30 MWF or Daily the winter quarter, 13 have turned ,
1:407 3:20
2:30 TThto the Cal -Vet program for assist3:30- 5:10
.
4:30 MWF or Daily
ance. The veterans office stated
Dr. Robert Fitch, professor iit
Classes meeting at:
Thursday, March 23
that there wilLhe_.6_4_more_PL 346 .chem.iiin. etilevs.,414-pactifie-senoni
8:30
veterans whose entitlement will of religion in Berkeley, has been
7:30- 9:10
or Daily
the Spring quarter named speaker fOr the 1950 Easter
9:20-11:00
i expire during
12:30 14Th
land many of ’them are expected ;sunrise services at San Jose State
11:10-12:50
2:30 MWF or Daily
1:40- 3:20
college, it was disclosed yesterIto apply for Cal-Vet benefits,
mcw., "oN.t
4:30 TTh
3:30- 5:10
day., Announcement of the selecPEGGY DOW JOHN LITE.
tion of .the former dean of faculty
Any student Inning four or five examinations in one day may
TAYLOR HOLMES
at Occidental college was made
petition the Examination committee for a change In schedule.
by Program Chairman Marsh Pit PLUS THIS EXCITING HIT!
man of Blue Key, men’s national
Petition blanks may he obtained in room 120A. and must be filed
FROM TODAY’S HEADLINES
service frAternity, the sponsors.
with the committee chairman at least four days before the pro- IA
A Slrange New Terror
The ceremonies will be held in
Striking Out 0 the Unknown
posed change.
,
Four
members
of.
the
college
,
.
the inner quad, beginning at 6:30 ;
, staff attended a two-daya.m. - General chairman is Ray I
_ Classes Meeting at 3:30 or later :in the evening will take their i 1 "lir’.
Bishop. -director of the 1949 Rev finals during their regular period ’during finals - Week. Those classes "r"-Ientt11 of the Seh1 --Ittn’ar
"The
association of California at the elries show.
Easter comes on ,
meeting four limes a week are considered as daily in the. schedule.
Sir Francis Drake hotel in San April 9 this year and, as usual, is I
FACT OR FANTASY???
.;1111,i,..
Miss
weekend,
Any one and a half or Iwo period class will be examined Francisco last
according to the first hour of meeting. The examination is limited Joyce Backus, librarian, announced yesterday.
--- to 100 minutes. -A t Icliatlipweumare )lies Helen Bulfinils. Vari- Jock,. Miss Dora Smith, Miss Ban
Ktmors graduating.Cra-reii arc not exempt
ations from -these rules must be approved -by --ei3M-MiTlee action.
bara Wood and Miss Backus. Four
Now that the warm weather is
students majoring-in librarianship
here, are you ready for the
.
at tended the Saturday session-.
long list of activities? Work
II
1N
W/
,or play, you will have to be in
TWeT-Were Maxine Books,’ Lois
Diggers
condition to keep upivith the
Higgs, Orma Quinley and Joan
-I
gang. Chcic on yourself
,
Searles.
and if you aren’t up to par
Miss Backus explained this was
drop in soon and talk to
the annual convention of the ago"Homo." Look well, feel will.
, dation and was the only time the
to orrq: campus this age.
a diteti
...
Free,. Personalized
. - Workmen digging
iun an electricat conduit from the I He estimated that repairs On northern and southern sections of
Consultations
to!veil
could
orlanization
the
cornbe,
would
women’s gym to . the science t he broken main
Beginners Welcome
gether.
building yesterday broke a water pleted by today.
and
main servicing the sprinkling sysInstruction
Special
Given
acturf,
tem on the San Carlos
cording to Byron Bollinger, superREASONABLE RATES
intendent of buildings and grounds.
Bollinger stated that something
.
Individual Instruction
of this sort was expected as it is
for
’
.almost impossible to! keep up to
448 W. SANTA CLARA
MEN AND WOMEN
date on underground installations
by

hc:F’Y’ Bureau Seeks
uut-of-State
Auto Drivers
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I! Cal-Vets Fund
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Library Staff
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Flying Saucer"

LET’S GET IN SHAPE NOW!

wreck Water Maur -Ditch
,,
Repair’s Will Be Complered Today

HAVE FUN AT THE
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RENT A
TYPEWRITER

-

K" SPECIAL STUDENT
MONTHS $1 0
RATE
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REFRESHMENTS
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Instructor
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Freshiiiaii Council Adopts
System of Class Awards

WAA Casaba tei4Op1itha1nius Barbarus Appear T.
Girls Win Meet Satisfied As fish Out.of -Water’

The Tan Tans are the chamBy D. DIXIE’ WISE
pionship team of League one in
naturally
-don’t like water," Mr. Frank Gale, in"Some fish just
The Freshman class council will hold if: final meeting of .the the San Jose State college WAA structor in biology at San Jose State ’college, proclaimed recently.
basketball tourney, according to
quarter today at 3:30 o’clock in Room 116, according to Class_PresMr. Gale was referring -to two fish barely three inches long now
Gen Villasenor, teams manager.
ident Tom Arvin. The Spring quarterfrosh-Soph mixer chairman and Their playoff game was with (be on display on the second floor of the Natural Science building here.
sub-chairmen will be appointed at this time.
of
The fish, Periophthalmus barbaarsusm, eh to repornsasiinbleo.utThe;,wactaenr
faculty last Thursday night.
much
Also scheduled for discussion is a vote by the council on proposed
Tonight at 8 o’clock League one
breathe from the air as long as
designs for council ’awards. Meet- I
runners-Op, the Gold Nuggets, will
their skin is wet,
ing time for next quarter’s counmeet League two champs, the
cil will also be set.
1
"Their favorite trick is to hop
Catholic Women’s center team, on
At the last -meeting of the coun- !
’
onto a rock and leave their-tails
Ice cream and green cup
court one in a play-off game.
cif a system--of- class awards was :
Patrick’s dangling in the water, That way
adopted, including a Council Key I
On court two the college Chris- cakes, in honor of St. yesterday
they breathe from the water inserved
were
day,
and a Citizenship Key. Arvin an- ’
tian e
federation
comes against morning at a birthday party for stead of air," Mr. Gale said. He
s
nu
o
m
a
t
to be eligible
order c
that ine
State colTry-olds
for n
San Jose
the "Y" Comets in the League Dr. Marques Henze!, art de, explained that they have respirfor the Council Key, members of lege song girls and majorettes will
atory organs in their tails.
three
playoff.
partment head.
attendhave
thf Class of ’53 must
be held tomorrow afternoon at
facart
the
Guests included
e-50 per cent of all class council 12:30 o’clock in Morris Dailey
Preliminary games between the
Mr. Gale obtained the fish frgm
-Meetings held during_two_quarters audttortprn, according to Ed Mosh- Sizzling Six and the Gamma Flies ulty. and Mrs. Reitzel was in the Height aquarium in San Franof the school year. for whigh the er, rally phairman. The student1 on court one, and the K.A. Theta charge of the refreshments.
cisco. He said that these, belongaward is given, and be an active body is invited to attend.
and the Chi 0 Pearls on court
ing to the college, are among the
membIbr of the group.
include two, will get under way at 7:15
Song girl aspirants
few on the Pacific coast.
To be awarded the Citizenship Stephanie Martin, Marjorie Fitz, o’clock.
Natural habitats’ for Perry MidKey a freslunan must be in at- Mary Harris, Betty Hoenshell,
Thelma Barber, as Mr. -Gale }lopetendance of the Ciitrnrilrneetings_Innilyn
Mae Marilyn Metcalf,
ulTY-FalrfriliTifih, are the South
for three quarters, and hold a Frances Stanley, and Dotty NewSeas, India, and off the African
class office or student council rep- hardt.
coast. They retail for $10 apiece
resentative position. Holding the
Coeds competing for the posiin California.
chairmanship of one major corn- tion of drum majorette are Gay
mittee, while active in four others McGowan, Gloria McDonough, LaFOR RENT
They were obtained so science
Thirteen aeronautics students
may replace the class office re- vonne Peter, and Betty DarenRoom and board foa co lege under the supervision of Mr. Tom students could see how such am.
quirement. _____
ger.
)(y Tour vacancie Eleverditletilt Leonard, aeronautics instructor, phibians-as ta-fam-didi ers and frogs
The council’s membership coma week, also board only. 380 S. toured the United Airlines Main- are related to fish. Perry, Thelma
mittee will recommend those eliNinth street, CY 3-9942.
tenance hangers at Mills Field and their relatives are not congible for awards. Futuse class
board
for
four
men,
and
Room
last Thursday. The students were necting links between land and sea
t
plans include a Illass council !stnemecnuonnA
two to a room, twin beds, adjo4i- conducted through the shops by a animals, however, Mr. Gale said.
party, and the iSpring Frosh-Soph
ing bath, and meals everyday. 750 United Airlines Public Relations
mixer.
Dr. Carl -Duncan, science deSpartan Shield: Meet at 7
S. Eighth street, CY 2-4757.
official, who informed them at the
partment head, described the fish-.
o’clock tonight in Rqom 20 to se"this
that
tour,
the
before
briefing
Lovely rooms, home privileges.
es’ bug eyes as "orbital perilect new adviser. Wear white
Nice district. $25 a month. Sum- maintenance base rebuilds and scopes." Mr. Gale said the fish
’ shirts.
services all the United Airline’s
’Gamma Alpha Chi: Meet from mer rates. 291 S. 13th street.
can roll these versatile eyes indeU.S.’:
Rooms for girls with kitchen aircraft in the
pendently. One may be searching
17:30 to 8:30 o’clock tonight at 335
toured the "docks"
.The
students
other is wale+.
r"vileges.
. E. San Antonio street.
Alpha Gamma: Meet at 7 p.m. 11th street, CY 5-9952.
enemies,
for
ing
visited the "motor- rebuilding
Women’s, Athletic association tomorrow in front of Art building
Rooms for college girls. Kitchen
The fish will be on -display wiiil
basketball points will be withheld if wishing transportation .to din,..- priyileg", modern furniture_ 114 shop," and saw how-. the finished
motors- are- tested -in a glass pan- Spring recess.
from some participants in the re- ner. Sign list on bulletin .boaid if S. 11th street, San Jose.
elled lest room. They also were
cent State tourney if they don’t planning to attend.
Sunny front room, single or dou- conducted through the carburetor
turn in their ASB card numbers
Revelries: Dancers in chorus ble, refined girls. All housekeeping
testing shop.
to Mrs. Lenore I.uedemann in the must meet at 8 o’clock tonight in
$25 a month. ,Inquire
Highlighting the tour was the
P.E. department, it was announced Women’s gym studio for practice. privileges.
,
S.
5
trip
through a $1,800,000 U.A.L.
yesterday.
Male aspirants for Charleston
Students
Boeing Stratocruiser.
Those asked to repogt immedi- number must meet at 8:30 o’clock 3-1440.
’
La rge comfortable room fot were permitted to partake of the
ately arc: from the Chi 0 Pearles, tonight in studio.
plush luxuriance in the Cruiser’s
Prosser, Peck, Rathbone, Reed:
Swirtan Spinners: Meet secohd men. Single or double. 406 S. 11th
main loungo, and were introduced
street.
from the pres,byterian hall team, , Thursday of next- quarter.
Harold Stevens, senior accountcomplexities of the control ing major and member
Bayne, Kurcher; from the C.C.F.
Homeless’? ’Girls see furnished I. to the
of the
..
Engineering department: Soon,
cabin.
team. Boos; from the Gamma :ors golf tournament March 30 at rooms with kitchen privileges at
Flying 20 club, recently made his
Flies, Andritses, Fuller; from the Hillview golf course. All engineer- 544 S. Seventh street.
Solo flight in the club’s Taylor"Y" Stars, Heck, Anthony, Matta; ing students are- eligible to. -sign
’craft airplane, according to. Bob
Nice clean rooms at 567 S.
front the "Y." Comets, WadcielL
Gross,. president- of the group.
.
_ -,_Eighth street forcollege boys*.
Kappa Sigma Kappa: Meet at 1Single and bunk beds, also a’ room H
Gross said that Doug t’autz,
8:30 o’clock tomorrow evening at for one -boy to share and apart senior aero-management niajor,
596 S. 10th street. Phone CY ment- with three others.
who completed his solo instruction
3-9688 for further information.
earlier in the’ quarter, completed
Vacancy for two men to share
Students: Social .affairs will room. Ideal for study. $15 each.
Capt. Kathryn Maurice, W.M.S., his initial cross-count ry
six:onsor fOr the ASB the "Lepre- Furnace heat. 360 S. Ninth street
head ’61* the occupational therapy from San Jose to Stockton, to
"MINUTES FRESH"
chaun-LeapIL-tomorrow evening at!
section
at Let fermifit Gtineral hos- thithantanni field, mad hark to -1treaRoom f_(.sr men: Good food,
the Civic Auditorium. Dancing to
SPRAYS
CORSAGES
sonable, five days a week, 357 S. pital, will address the 0.T. club Jose.
Iiient Wilson’s music will be from
next Month, Miss Mary Booth,
flaws
Ninth street, or call CY 4-2902.
WREATHS
(1 p.m. 4 o 1 a.m. sociala
director of occupational therapy
committee meets at 10:30 a.m. to-1 Good board and room. 265 N. at San
Jose State college, anmorrow to decorate* the auditor- , Fifth street. Call CY 5-3772. For nounced
recently. ,
college
men.
turn.
CY 4-6495
234 S. 2nd
Upon request from the Office of
Miler
Large room. 65 S. Ninth Street.
Seekers: Dr.’ Evelyn
Surgeon General in Washington,
PI,on Chary. ’Your Order
Berger will speak Sunday at the 1-:\ erything furnish e.d. Rooms Capt.
SANTA CRUZ
Maurice will visit , the deN.C.C. 15% DISCOUNT
First Methodist church on the cleaned daily. Adequate bathroom partment and
talk to students
topic: "More Heat Than Light". tacilities,
$20
a month.
Offers Special Rates
_ .
_
about occupational therapists now
MIr
The talk will treat an approach to
Large room, ’253 S. Ninth street serving in the Army hospitals.
for
sex problems ,regarding courtship Everything furnished.
Rooms
Several San Jose State college
VACATION
EASTER
and dating. All are welcomed. cleaned daily, Adequate bathroom graduates who
have received eDnisaturday night Seekers will- have facilities. $19 a month.
to College Students
iii ititilonS .are now aiding, or have
their monthly ’Y night at the
Comfortable rooms for men stu- aided, Capt. Maurice in therapy
and
suit
Bijng swim
YMCA.
RUSH
dents, with or without kitchen treatment at Let tei-man, Miss
privileges, 805 S.-Eighth street, Booth said.
RESERVATIONS!
FOR
Tau Delta phi: Meet_ at 12:30
-----CY -2=2525. - p.m. tomorrow in tower. Hold
FOR SA LE
smoker at 7:30 o’clock tonight at
White Dinner Jackets
LOST
Drafting
table and _chair.
De Anza hotel.
Leather jacket, red lining in In- I now, cost $75, will sell for $40.
WE SELL
Fresh Council: Meet at 3:30 p.m.
duslrial Art dept. If found return Power table wood saw, used three
136 LeiLrandt Ave. -Santa Cruz
today in Room 116.
HOUSE COATS
Phone 4586-W
to
Information-office.
months,
cost
Reward.
$390,
will
sell
foiOecaEittional Therapy: See craft
LADIES’ LINGERIE
1 $250. See Brehn Bros. Garage’ in
demonsfiation at meeting at 7:30
PERSONAL
! office.
o’clock tonight in B72. Alterations and Repairing
Term
papers
typed.
Rapid
and
16
Group
Valley
Trip:
Death
LEATHER JACKETS
meets at 8 o’clock tonight in B63. atcurate. $1.25 .an hour, 20 years
RelineCuffsWaist BandsZippers
Call CY 2-5774_if unable to attend. of experience: 28 S. 13th street,
CLEANING SERVICE
Organizations: Reservations for 1CY 3-0738. _
Typing accurately, reasonably.
Call Day or Night
Revelries Of 1950 will be made at
Mrs.
April 6 and 7. Send representa- Research papers, thesis.
R.s. CY 2-3382
Bus. CY 2-9102
tive to Revelries office on these Lewis, CY 3-0145, 351. S. Fourth
33 W. SAN ANTONIO
street, one
dates to make reservations.
half block
from
V.
campus.

Song Girls Tryout
F . _ .
or Yost Friday

Dept.-Honors Head

A&

Aeronautics
Students Tour Mills Field

WAA Teams
Must Report

Flying 29 Pilots
Complete Solos
In FHA’ Study

O T Club -to Heal’
ospital-Speeeh
By Capt. ilaurice

LOWERS

HOUSE of FLOWERS

Arnold’s
Surf Court

I IDA’S ALTERATION
SHOP
FOR RENT:

TUXEDOS

ARNOLD’S
SURF COURT

Just open
your front door

Iitc rteitt4
346 Willow Street

10% Discount for
Student Card
Holders
CORSAGES
INDIVIDUALLY DESIGNED
FREE DELIVERY
JI/Law

ea

Chinese Food
delivered

Floret, and Gift Shop
CY 5-1740

Hawn Writes
John Hansen is the author -director of tbnight’s presentation over
the Radio Guild’s Dramatime program-The -showr gam on the air
at .8:15 p.m. over KEE11,1ollo
ini-Fgpartan Reviews.
The script is titled "Corrected
Viskin", and features a cast composed of John MOH, Evelyn McCurdy, Bill Furnell and Ronald
Sego.

.,

V

.

"Piping Hot"
t

The

CHINESE
LANTERN
CY 2-8772
173 W. Santa Clara St.

.
.

cers, ,
KAs Ch oos-e
Davis to Head Chapter
Member. of Kappa Alpha order recently elected officers for
the coming year at a meeting at the local chapter house at 506
S. Ninth :free* . .
be installed next quarter are: president,
Those officers to
.

Paul Davis; vice-president and -pledgemaster, Jim Francis; recording secretary, Bill Swift; corresponding secretary and Kappa Atpha Journal corresPonclerit, Dave
Voerckel; historian, Gerry Doyle;
treasurer, Rob Pettingill; censor,
Les Penterman; rittial chairmen, . Formal initiation ceremonies for
Stan Francis and ’Louis Gerard.
Delta Theta Omega fraternity’s
Other officers are Inter-frater- five pledges will be held Friday,
nity Council delegate, Bob Smith; Mak,ch 17, at 6:30 p.m. at the local
sobial chairman, Don’ Elliott; and chapter house, a.ccording to Eben
1Hubbard, pledgemaster. rush chairman, Jack Reidy.
The fraternity’s chief project for
Following the initiation the five
next quarter will be the painting new members, Pete Isola, .John
and decorating of the chapter Steel, Bill Miller, Bill Young, and
house’s kitchen and basement. Pete Hartman, will attend a DTO
Work will start the latter part of dinner-dance in their hemnr
arcing vae.tidstv -with Don Ell:ott field at the Town and Country
and Ray Flanagan in charge of lodge in Ben Lomond, Festivities
the color selection They will gen- will start at 8:30 p.m. for 40 exerally supervise the interior dec- pected couples.
orating. They are being assisted
Members and their guests will
by pledge president Paul Pursell
be served steak dinner and will
and his team of neophytes.
dance to a five-pieee combo.
Pledges_ At _Fred __Etav
Advisers JaCIRI
an
Buzz Thiebaut, .Warren Harrison,
Bill Codiga, Bob Hitchcock, and Al Charles Guichard will also be
present.
Van Aman.

OTOs Initiate, Fete
Five Friday Night

a

Eta Mu Pis Elect
Marks President
_

Morton Marks, senior merchandising, major from San Francisco,
was elected president of Eta, Mu
Pi_ national merchandising j’ro.ternity, Tuesday night at Lucca’s
restaurant in Santa Clara.
Other newly-eleeffd-feaders- of
the organization include John Harrington, vice president; Helen
Kammerer, secretary; Bill Lane,
treasurer; Jerry.SAnguinetti, his.1orian; and Roger Dean, alumni
secretary.
Dr. Milburn Wright, Mr. John
W. Aberle, Mr. Edward W. Cundiff, and Mr. H. Price Webb are
faculty advisers for the group.

Initiates
Art Frat
.
-

Alpha Phi Os Vil!n
Volleyball Trophy
Alpha Phi Omega, mens’ nafraternity, was
tional service
awarded a perpetual volleyball
trophy by the other -Buy Area
organizations at . the Area chapters’ annual sttrril-feirinal ’dance,
"Kigmy Kapers", at the Saratoga
Foothills club Saturday evening,
Dick Marquis, publicity chairman
of the local group, announced yesterday.
The presentation was made by
Gamma Gamma of the University
of California, Zeta of Stanford
university, and Eta Alpha of
Santa Clara university and was
witnessed by some 60 couples.

ISA/ Ferch Plans

1TLa.43tSetFeavlel OW11edairnag
A boxpf candy revealed the engagement of Miss Sally Ferch to
Steve O’Meara, at a recent meeling of Alpha Phi sorority.
Miss Ferch is a sophomore interior decoration major, and a
member of Spartan Spears, sophomore honor and service organization. She is the daughter of Col.
and Mrs. G. C. Ferch of Beverly
Hills.
O’Meara Is a graduate student
in the Physical Education department. While an undergraduate at
San Jose State college, he played
varsity football "and was on. the
track team.
During the war O’Meara, son of
Mr. add’ Mrs. "I’VL-13: -O’Meara Of
Madera, served with the Navy for
four years.
A late fall wedding is planned
for the couple.

Spartan Couple
Tell Engagement
A surprise announcement at the
Alpha Phi pledge dance held dreeently-at-t-he..Hotel CasaRQy
in Santa Cruz revealed the engagement of Miss Nelda Alstrand
to Richard Thompson.
Miss ALstrand, the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Alstrand of
Berkeley, is a senior social service
major. She plans to be graduated
this quarter.
The future bridegroom is majoring in biological science and also
plans a March graduation. He is
a member of Delta Sigma Gamma
fraternity. During the war he
_served_in the army and--reeently
was appointed a commission as
Second Lieutenant in the R.O.T.C.
His parents are Mr. and Mrs. B. A.
Thompson of Santa Cruz.
The young couple plan an early
fall wedding. ’

Spartan Spinners
Hold Last Meeting
Of Winter Quarter

CO Mothers’ Club I etes
ledges’ Mothers at Tea’
Members of the Chi Omega Mothers’ club held a tea feting
of the sorority’s pledges on March 8 in the chapter
house on S. Sixth street. Hostesses for the afternoon event, attended
the mothers

Co-ed Reveals
’Fall Nuptial Plans

Mrs, D. S. Nichols was in charge
the table. The sorority pledges
served_ during the tea.
Officers of the Mothers’ club
are: Mrs. Schauer, president; Mrs.
C. L. Taylor, Sr., vice-president;
Mrs. S. G. Hafley, recording secretary; Mrs. Robert M. Taylor, Jr.,
corresponding secretary; Mrs.
C. Williams, treasurer,
Chi Omega alumnae also attending the tea were Miss Myrne Shepherd, Mrs. G. A. McCallum, Mrs.
Merle McBride and Mrs. Gladys
VanHecke.

Cal Co-ed Reveals
Engagement New. _

A July wedding is scheduled by
Miss Virginia Wismer and W. Eugene Winston. The bride-elect is
the daughter of Bin l L. Wismer of
Whittier and attends the University of California.
Winston, a former San Jose
State college student,- is the:son-a
Col. and Mrs. Walter L. Winston
of Redwood Terrace ranch. Col.
Winston is an assistant industriall
arts professor at SJSC.
.

4*.

SPOKANE, WASHINGTON

8 P.M.
FRIDAY EVENING.
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

WESTMINSTER
THE ALAMEDA, AT SHASTA
4r
-ADMISSION FREE-

Just lift your phone and
we do the rest.
CY 2-5848
Roy Carter, Prop.

2285 LINCOLN AVE.

Miss Dolly Silveira of San Jose
-Bra
college -recently announce
her engagement to Bob Rose of
Irvington.
The future bride is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. George B. Silkeira of Centerville.
Rose, who attended Sacramento
Junior college, signed with the
Indians while Latin in
college.
The yOung couple plan a fall
wedding.

Delta Phi Upsilon
Conducts Pledging
Delta Phi Upsilon, national honorary fraternity of early childhood
education, conducted a pledging
ceremony March 9 at the homo of
rt-Crumby.
Dr, Clarice Wills, adyiser,.-andorganization members were present. Refreshments were served
and plans were made for ’a rummage sale to be held March 11.
Pledges are the Misses Doris
Ballard, Laverene KaPlen, Estelle
Lopes, Edrie Olsen, Carol J. Seal apii,
Pat ricia
Regina Smith;
Wood. and Ina Mae Young.

POie

Shop

Special Priers for Group Comtie
orders
-FREE DELIVERYP-b000-CY_4-7534 - Nits Cl. 8-4293
402 S. FIRST ST.

NOW IN

JUNIOR
It’ DRESSES

CHOIR
A CAPPELLA
60-VOICEWHITWORTH
COLLEGE,

GLADYS MAE FLORIST
. . . for Corsages
For your ST. PATRICK’S DAY
DANCE

--

by 40 members and guests, were
firbauer, president oftl_
.Mrs. _R.
Sr
the Mothers’ club, and Mrs. Grace
Brown, Chi Omega house mother.

There’s Beautiful Pickin’s

SK-S.4E Hold Party

Guest Ar!i’t in ’Imperer" Concerto
Symphony D Minor, Franck
$1.20, 1.80, 2.40, 3.00, 3.60
SAN JCSE /.1.10. CY 3-6252

fl
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The ’prospective beriedict is a
St anlord,
Spartan Spinners will meet to- chemistry major at
night for the last .time this guar- where lie is affiliated with Sigma
. MIsS Wismer-ts--a-m-ember
*n-Washingt on -Kent’s:it-a
o’clock. Thbse who wiAh to attend Alpha Xi Delta sorority.
the California Folk Dance Federation festival in San ’Francisco
Sunday may sign up at tonight’s !
meeting or on the club’s bulletin ’
board._ according to Jack Golden, ’
publicity chairman.
The Festival is to be celebrated
irtlie armory, -front I to 5 o’clock,
with 3,500 dancers in internationali
cost utnes performing. A car cars-,
0
van will leave at 12- noon from
of
entrance
the
at
street
Fourth
The fraternity members wore the science building.
Chairman of tonight’s Spinner’s
sombreros and the girls were attired in peasant skirts and blouses act ivities. is Mary Ellen Wise.
and ,wore flowers in their hair to
carry out the theme of the affair.
SliMiSe"Cani pbel I
Cider. and tacos were served as
refreshment’s. - Bill Smith and his 1e1114:ii"a"ei1ient
combo furnished music for danA flash announcement from’ a
cing. Members of the organizations provided the entertainment. concealed microphone recently revealed the engagement of Miss
Y\cIte Shousc to Bill Campbell at
.
a pie -dance party.
Those- heating the announcement were Leona Pilz, Bob Shouse,
Carole Becker, Jim McCaugh,
hazel .S ha tlenber ger, Dcrn
Pat Braun, Jack .Kelly, Laura
Johnson, Don Davis, Ina Mae
Young, Ted Davis, and Thomas
and Carol Strother who attended
the Kappa Phi, national Methodist
womens’ society, -annual- foc,mal
dance after the party.
The bride-elect is a sophomore
physical education major at San
Jose State college, and is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Shouse of Sunnyvale.
Campbell, vitt) resides in San
Jose, is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Glen Campbell.

- Musk was furnished by Freddie
Alpha Gamma, the honorary art Dutton and his orchestra. Patrons
fraternity. will formally initiate and patronesses included Mr. and
its pledges-on Fridaj, Maid, 1-7,-I-Mrs. Norman-1-E_Dofloff, Dr. and
Mrs. ’Albert Schmoldt, Dr. .and
at 7 p.m.
Dinner will be served at the Mrs. H. Murray Clark, Mr..Rocci
.Italian....restaurant, and Robert Pisano, and Dr. Alston Haggerty.
Coleman, Instructor and club adviser, will be the speaker.
An ’entertainment . program is
expert ed.
A Mexican theme was featured
at. a recent joint meeting of Sigma Kappa sorority and Sigma AlDenny-Watrous Attractions
pha Epsilon fraternity held at the
CIVIC AUDITORIUM
home of Ralph Klindt, SAE memSUNDAY EVE., MARCH 19, 8:30
ber.

San Francisco
SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA
MONTEUX CONDUCTOR
YALTAH MENUHIN

Society Cyclorama

\

GREAT
VALUE AT

8 95

Sizes 9 to IS
Pastels - Darks
Prints - Stripes
Solids - Novelties
Cciffaes
Chambrays
Rayon Crepes
Spun Rayons
Failles, etc.

Decides to Leave
Valentin Gubitchev, Russian
will
United Nations employee,
Ileave the United States for Russia
next Monday as originally planned, taking advantage of suspension of a 15dyear sentence he was
given on conviction of espionage i
conspiracy against this country. I

I:3 I uon’s
LITTLE SHOP

7

6
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Trials Card Set;
Stan Tops DeSoto

Marine _Basemen
Attack Spartans*
At Muni Stadium

Spartan bateballers match their
skills against three opponents in
-as many days to round out a busy
By. AI. OROSSI
schedule this week.
Stan Marcil defeated Joe DeSoto Tuesday night in a I 55-lb.
’pie afternoon at Municipal
in Stadiuk, Camp _Pendlpton’s sport
challenge boxing duel to gain the right to tangle with Jim
conscious Marines offer opposition
Friday night’s PCI trial matches to be held in Spartan gym.
Marcil’s victory over DeSoto was his third this season, two of to the slants of local pitcher Ray
,
of challenges by Honolulu lad, who in each Jacobus. Jacobus who was winthem_ coming by virtue
_
less while losing three in 1949 has
case lost by a close decision. The
a one and .zero record this camother was a surprise victory in
paign.
the All College tourney, where
Tomorrow the local diamond
men go to Moffett Field for a
Marcil first got a chance to show
rematch with the sailors. Coach
why he was a national. junior colWalt Williams’ college boys
.IG.
Pasadena
at
champ
lege
topped the navy air horsehiders,
Thus, the vied is-set- as far as
12-3, earlier in ,the -season.
the challenge matches are conWilliams will" probablysend
Intramural basketball comes to
cerned with only five weights be- an end this afternoon when the Marvin Miller to the mound. Miller
ing disputed. In the 125-lb. class contenters for the
in far so his slate is clean. For the
Ernie Paramo probably won’t beat trophy will take to the court
the Spartan gym at 4:30 o’clock. fresh, a season’ ago, he won four
San Jose’s 1949 NCAA finalist
The two teams to face each and dropped three.
Mac Martinez, but it takes a good other for the top spots will be the
Saturday, San Jose gets another
deal of visceral stamina to get into Catcutters and fraternity five slam at University of California.
the ring with Mac, and Paramo Sigma Alpha Epsilon.
The Bears took a tight, 7-5, deciwill let him know he was there.
, In the consolation rounds the sion in the first outing at Berkeley
The other four matches are also winners of yesterday’s Newman a week ago, but the Spartans with
figured to abound with excitement club-Campus Terror and. Lambda Pete Mesa throwing should give
and thrills -631*e
the fast-moving east -hay nine
on
Chi-I-tots-hot battles
Diez-Pete Franusich, .165-lb. tiff play at 5:30 p.m.
another busy day.
which on doubt will be filled with

Groan

Pinsters Grunt

’Mural Teams
Battle Today
For Top Spot

ars-

The San Jose student council
announced that a 25 cent admission price will be charged to
San Jose students attending the
PCI matches tomorrow night.

Ready, to break away from the University of California’s ROB
WALKUP (left) is crew hair-cut San Jose wrestler LEE JORDAN
(right) who took the decision from the Bear master in last week’s
155-lb. clash. Standing by with whistle in hand is Referee JOHN
THUNE. The Spartans and Bears clawed each other to a 14-14 tie.
photo by Peter Pebble.

Student Committee to
Judge Inter -Class
Track Squad Backers

the same gusto that has featured
previous encounters between the
two. Ed Martin will tackle Ted
Ratliff in the 135-lb. division, while
Johnny Johnson is slated to go
Two perpetual plaques to be
against Jim McDonald in the 145’s.
awarded to the sorority and fraMore talent was added to the
ternity giving the best support to
boxing card when San Jose coach
their interclass track teams was
Dee Portal announced that Stan
the newest innovation of Coach
Smith, one of hks former pupils
Bud Winter whose big track event
and now boxing coach of Treasure
will take place Friday at 3:45 on
Island is bringing four of his men
the Spartan oval.
down to do battle with a quartet
of Spartan.. Five matches with
A group, composed of rally
By MANNIE ALVES
Visalia JC and several exhibitions,
committee members not belongplus the trial jousts will provide
The rise of San Jose State’s ied as to the Spartans cage: pros- lug to any participating organian. ample boxfng menu for San
will pects for the coming year by the zation, will make the selection.
Jose rine fans . Visalia is coached basketball fortunes this year
off
during
the
next
Garden Director NED IRISH. The Four’ inditldual Swards still also
berm
to
pay
by Bad gykren, another former
more tub-thumpers we get the be given, to the Outstanding
the
now
indeas
hoop
season
Spartan athlete.
Varsity Athlete, Outstanding
_ .
pendent Spartans will-be playing merrier!
If the students. and Student Novice Athlete, High Point Varmore class A teams-. Coach WALT
McPHERSON will probably be lin- Council are favorable to the re- sity Performer, and High Point
ing up an Eastern -or Mid-west cent proposal of TINY HART- Novice Performer.
to the Bohemian Conclave
junket for his five while he at- RANFT for a slight charge for
The outstanding awards will be
at Pogo -Nip Polo Park
tends the NCAA convention in games in the Spartan gym, the depided upon by .Fred Merrick,
New York City, March 26 to 29.
best schedule in San Jose’s bas- Sari Jose Mercury Herald, Wes
start Easter Vacation with a
McPHERSON leaves next ketball history would be a cer- Mathes, San ’Jose Evening News.
Thursday with a scheduled stop , tainty.:
Jerry Vroom, college manager tit
DELTA SIGMA DANCE
ICU -INMAN, now playing athletics, Danny Hill, athletic
at Kansas City for the Regional
%
the Stewart Chevrolet’s, news director, and Cliff Daniels,
Playoffs to decide the Western
will leave Saturday for Denver Spartan Daily.
with John Wieland, Mr. Pabst,
representative to the finals in
Tall Blondes, & Lucky Lager
and the AAU playoffs. StanNY. A probable result will be
Two more sororities have agreed
ford’s YARDLEY is making the
the lining tip of four or five
to support teams. Delta Gamma
trip as is the newly-added DON who will combine with Sigma
quints for the visiting Staters
9-7
HENDRIKSEN, a Cal man.
MARCH 25
Alpha. Epsilon to support Jack
next season.
Indications point to a South Passey’s unit, and Alpha Phi who
McPHERSON received recently, a request from the number one American tour for some 10 Bay will help Delta Theta Omega back
planned John Shehtanian’s club.
team -of the nation, Bradley, -for- Area nasisetbaliers
a game; Bowling Green, West Vir- undertaking by bow-tied FRANK I
Woody Linn’s group. has the
YOU’LL
ginia State, and perhaps- DePatll WALSH, Cow Palace boss. -The-1 backing of Kappa Kappa Gamthis’
to
come
off
supposed
jaunt
is
with one Iowa team will complete
ma sorority and Theta Chi fraALWAYS
summer. The University -of Utah ternity. Stu Inman’s Delta 14)the tour.
Word from_ b_tri Francisco is that made the trip earlier this year and $11a1a nrwanizialthp
Frod
nd
FIND
the San Jose Spartans were -the rettirned With a good win streak Mangini’s Sigma Pi frat have
object of much conversation at and a pocketful of coin.
Reliable sources are buzzing
Madison Square Garden recently.
with the fact that former Brookreprecoast
It
seems
that
West
Something new and different here
sentatives covering the annihila- lyn Dodger, BABE HERMAN, now
I just received a new line of humiscout for the
tion of the US!_ Dons were quer- a baseball
,setariPgrubsttiP
dors And pipe racks . . . Pipes from
is in town to sign -a local
$1.00 up ,. . . All makes of lighters
college ballplayer. BOB WUESTHOFF?? PETE MESA??
for pocket or table . . . Also pipe
BOB FREITAS, business manand lighter repair.
A meeting of all 1930 varsity ager for the San Jose Red’ Sox,
football candidates will be held in got a new assistant to aid him
Room 210, Science building, this th the affairs of this Boston Red
CEIFF DANevening at 6:45 o’clock, Head Sox. farm club
Football Coach Bob Bronzan an- IELS, Spartan Daily sports edi68 S. First St.
CY 2-8642
nounced yesterday. This meeting tor is the man.
Where you can buy with confidence.
will last only 30 minutes.

SPORTS VALVE

yet to receive sorority backing.
However Mae two groups will
probably have sorority support
by tomorrow.
These organizations will unfold
stunts and novel ideas’ which-will
add color and interest to the’ an-nual track affair. At this time,
these stunts and being worked on
and will not be unveiled until
’Friday.
George Nickle, Clarence Duncan
nod chuck Pogue are figured for
even tosses in the discus.

COME
AND

CELEBRATE

AT SANTA CRUZ

COMMERCIAL BLDG. BARBER SHOP
26 N. 1st. 3 Doors North of Roos Bros.

Quality Food and
Friendly Service

BED IG’S
SNACK BAR AND FOUNTAIN
2St-S115ta- V at

, Golf any day of the week
except Sat. and Sun.
Monthly Rate Cards are now
available with ASB card.

Jim Mee
ripe & Gift Shop

YES! We think that each one of our haircuts is a
masterpiece and we
cut your hair the way you
want it cut. Ron’t fake our word for. it drop
in and let us prove it. Come in today. We also
feature excellent shoe shining and porter service
For your convenience.

Hamburgers
Baked Ham Sandwich
Spencer Steak Sandwich

ATTENTION
GOLFERS!

Football Notice

EACH ONE IS A MASTERPIECE!!

Try Our Specialties

UCLA Opens Grid
Spring PracticeLOS ANGELES, March 15 (UP)
- UCLA Coach
Henry
(Red)
Sanders opens ’spring football
practice today With 80 candidates,
including 19 lettermen, expected to
report.
Four regulars on last year’s first
11 will be in uniform. They are
All-Coast end Bob Wilkinson,
Guard Bruc’e MacLachlan, Quarterback Dick Short and Wi,ngback
Howard Hansen.

only $4.00
Golf clubs and golf balls can
be rented for 50c a day.

HILL VIEW
Golf Course
TULLY ROAD

CY 5-8550

- .

.

-

.
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By SAM 6 LIMAN

. Remember - Money Moans What boxing
My Pet Moan .
n the last memo gab feat when coach DEE PORTAL Or wrestling
I discussed with you the subject tutor MUMBY couldn’t do. wilh
f "our" colorful Mr. Spartan? the dough spent on the creation of
ell, it’s about time gome qiees- the Spartan "symbol". Porte’ is
tigns were asked to the Washing, scraping the bottom of the barrel
ton Square Rally committee mem- to get his championship bound
bers pertaining to the Big Senor. mitmen back East in time for the
First of all, what’s all the info NCAA matches at Penn State.
that hasebeen leaking out about
Meanwhile, Teo dreams for a
the "showcasing" (in other
amount_of cash
wor(ts, scraping) of the San Jos
send
a
few of his top notch
headman?
wrestlers into the Middle West
price
of
the
that
true
it
Pi
_
for the NCAA matches in Cedar
creaUng this -picturesque gem
Rapids, Iowa.
college
this
of
students_
cost the
$740?
Two In One SeasonMaybe
Is it also true that the war- gymnastic and wrestling are .two
slim head ea insured for 8500?’ s ’its than few fans follav
ehe-answers--to- these
tensively, but as far as this secthane are on the affirmati<te side, tion of the sports world is conthen it seems to me that it is cerned. we would like to
about. time someone with mance
that the _first .twee_championship
auttmrity should investigate the trophies slagged by Spartan athspending sprees of our student letes this year came from these
government.
two athletic games.
IL his royal majesty Mr. SparThe grippers won the Far Westtan,’ is -a symbol of this college, ern trophy and the gym lads rethen why is his appearance before, tired from CCAA competition with
the students welcomed with jeers, the 1950 crown. The smile on TED
laughs, boos, and even tears? Note MUMBY’S face is broader than
the USF-SJS basketball contest ever since lie_ coarhes_bathespor
as a perreo-t-exar
The Boxing Philosopher_ Al
Why hasn’t our "big booster"
ARR:Senne of San Jose’s 135in college spirit made any ap
pear ancer at our home games in lb. boxers, has decided to make
the Spartan gym? Is he reserved boxing a game of the mind. Just
specifically for the football af- ask him for an interpretation of
the ring game and its boxers.
fairs?
The students of this collegel Anything. else new in the realm of
have spent the neat sum of 15 the mind, A. "Plato" Harris?
United States pesos for the adWoody the ImpresarioIf ever
mission privileges into the Asso- there comes a tin*. that Harry
ciated Student funetions_e It. seems Balote formerly-of New Yeekat
only fait’ and "just-t?tat-tlie:Mu; Madison Square Garden public andents should be given a symbol nouncing fame, retires, the best
that represents t he spirit and recommendation we have. for takquality of San Jot’ State college. ing over the introduction chores
The "powers In charge" of is for Spartenville’s WOODY
5.15 student government &Hari- LINN to do the job.
have taken seven 100 greenSuch stage presentations and
backs of student money and vocal effects of introducing boxwasted it for a useless pule ers haven’t been seen or heard
. pose. You could bet your last_ in the ring world for many a year.
nickel that the athletic depart- And in the blue corner . . .
ment could have made good use
’Heading our wayKEN DAVof those 700 smackers.
IS,, 125-1b. boxer from the Camp
It’s an acknowledged fact that pendleton
Marine Nellie nmy beCalifornia’s Oskie and College of
’,come. a San Jose State Spartan
Pacific’s Tiger mascots cost far
upon his discharge from the armless financially to its student goved service. At least there has
ernment,
__
iA’_t*u_h_sen no comment _toiler_ con--Yet the students of those
trary from those who know.
colleges enjoy the antics of theiri
By the way, Davis is the only
respective symbols and back the
pugilist to give San Jose’s buzzer
"happy faced" mascots in victory
Mac Martinez anything in what
and defeat,
may be called "competition" this
How’s about an explanation to
year.
this situation, ED MOSIIER?
Just Among. OurselvesI agree
Good Olde DaysOne of the
with PRESIDENT T. W. Macreferees at the Far Western wresQUARRIE:Searlicle of last Tuestling- champ:onship matches reday that it ’isn’t exactly a healthy
cently was MEL BRUNO. The
atmosphere for the SJS athletic
capturing of the 1950 crown by
teams to, win all of their games.
San Jose brought back fond memBut, Mr. President, it’s sure a
ories to Mel. Mel a former Sparof fun and prestige gained
tan wrestler, was a member of the lot
for our "dear alma niamniy"
1937 team that won the first FW
, trying to capture all of een.
crown
for Washington Square.
Boy, the trophies and awards in
Until this year the Spartan school
Men’s gym and in the Student
had .to live, on the laurels of that the
UnlorF-tiren’t orange peels-- dents
1937 date, but now with the ’1950
the boqty in State’s continual
trophy Win, Mel and Sparta can
striving for the tops in every
claim another notch in SJS’s climb
sportand we like seem’ those
to wrestling fame.
gold statues gliseening in the
Doetorelilmes_ !net ?Wres_
weases during the day. Hail!

McConnell Suffers
Head Injury; S.’S
Wins from ’Cads
a
head injury while tuniug up, for
yesterday’s Swimming Meet with
St. Mary’s and wasn’t able tocomPete with his ’mates who scored a
54-21 triumph over the Gael Morn men’ at Moraga.
It isn’t ’known whether this will
hamper the Spartan ace from
a...

for the NCAA swimming- champions-hips. Details on the meet will
be carried in Friday’s’ paper.

Busy Slate Faces
State Tennis Unit
It’s going to be another busy
weekend for the San Jose State
college tennis squad as the racket handlers take to the Spartan
courts tomorrow afternoon at 1:30
with the Visiting San Francisco
State college netters.
Then on Saturday, the Gold Ind
White players visit the Fresno
courts to vie with the Fresno
State college courtmen.
The -State tennis lads have
startesi off their year at a fast
pace with victories over Hartell college, Sacramento State.
and Saratoga (’ountry club
teams, while their only loss has
come from the national champion contenders from the University of San Francisco campus. This weekend’s court games
will be another of the season’s
warmup battles in preparation to
next quarter’s heavy meet schedule..
Assistant Coach Jim Cruze
will be starting the first group
of varsity m e n in the two
.games, although the remainder of the team is expected ’to see
some action.
The top netters to see the tennis
ball coming at them will be San
Joseares Butch Krikorian, Chet
Bulwa, Bob Phelps, Dave Parnay,
Bob Castle, Don Gale, Jerry Carlson, and Bud Wilkinson.

Portal to Speak
Over KCBS Tonite

They are still talking

,0)--;"..
fat

.

about the

delicious donuts

A

treat . . .

Hotel Po. Chan

Glazed
Sugared

ICE CREAM
To Take Out

Maple Bars
Plain

Billings "Potato" Donut Shop
6391/2 N. 13th

San Jose

CY 2-4394

7

’

0

:

Startine hurler, Ralph Romero,
.was’ touched for seven runs during
his three frame tenure and he retired from the game with a eore
arm. Pete Mesa followed Romero
and allowed five run over a sitnilar dist nee.
e cont es
en
atm inis
ft

ros a s ers
Pin Bear Cubs
What may turn out to be another strong wrestling squad, for
next year, was indicated in 13erkeley Tuesday by a sparkling performance turned in by the S rtan freshman, in dropping the
Cal frosh by a 30-11 count.
Coital Ted Mumby’s entire
group unleased a well rounded
attack as the Gold and White
babes allowed the Cubs to collect only 11 points in the mat
battle.
Talents of 121 -lb. Ken Toyota,
128-1b. Jere Collins, 136-1b. Lou
Calvetti, 145-1b. Dick Dunlap,
165-1b.
1554ix-RalphMorneeco,
175.1b. Larry
heavyweight
and
Cunningham,
Neil Thoman all contributed to
the San Jose vietory.

Riflemen Give Don
Squad Close Meet
San Jose State college’s rifle
squad almost concluded its range
season last Thursday with an upset, as the University of San Francisco Don’s barely outshot the
Spartans on the home’ range
3382-1352.’
Lotlis Kirby lead the Gold and
White targetmen With p, 277 point
average with John Lundin of
Sparta just behind Kirby by one
point with a 276 total.

for San Jose and chucked two innings ’of runless ball. Romero-walked four men and struck out Three;
Mesa walked four and struck out
four, while Davis gave up two of
each variety.
,
The Joseans could scrape tohertint)Teftvel)astelentseks; these- being garnered by Earl Wright,
Will Concklin, Mel Stein, Dave
McCarty and Don Lopes.
Williams’ men managed one i un
in the first inning on a one base
blow by Wright, an error and an- other single hy Lopes. They picked
up tiko more in the eighth.
Bob Woe .
a treous drive into eenterfield iii
the eighth inning but was robbed
of a home run when he failed to
touch first base.
Figiord went the route for the
Gaels and free ticketed no Spattan batters. He kept the locals’
five singles scattered.
A single, three walks and a triple pushed home four big markers
ehe-etleregens-off-Mesa-in-the--fifth ’canto. He was touched for a
home run in the sixth, a fluke
bingke that bounced over the defender’s head and went for the
circuit.
Romero, who was starting his
first game, may be but of action
for two or more weeks because of
his sore arm. This will put a crimp
in Coach Williams’ pitching rotation.
Davis tole. been a pleasant eurprise this season. He won his first
start against San Francisco State
college and tossed a creditable two
frames’ against the Gaels.

FOR MEN ONLY!
"Plisse Print" Sport Shirts
are the latest thing.
All Cotton and Vat Dyed
Best of all, they need
NO IRONING

$2.95
$3.95 up

WASHABLE
Long SIevits .

San Jose’s high average
shooters were Warren WInovich
with a 271.22 average followed
by Jack Reichert with a 270
seasonal averagie-

ITTO IZALBRAITH
22 W. SAN ANTONIO

MARCH 31

ON DONNER SUMMIT
Five Full Days at Kiski Lodge - $40.00
Sunday night dinner through Friday morning breakfast
and overnight accommodations from Sunday night through
Thursday night. Daily lunches not included.

At Donner Ski Ranch
ALSO

Girl: "Sure, Son."

SAINTE CLAIRE
BARBER SHOP

Two of San Jose State college s
first line pitchers were htt hard
yesterday afternoon. by the St.
Mary’s. Gaeta as they ’pounded
eut a 12-3 baseball victory over
the Spartans in a game played in

SPECIAL SKI WEEK

Boy: "Date, Hon?’

Henry Steiling
and boys

SPARTAN DAILY

Gaels Blast Spartan
Nine, 12-3, in Moraga

Coach Alvin Ousey’s boys were
victorious against California Aggies, Santa Clara and Stanford,
but have failed to overcome the
-Tonight over radio station KC- powerful California Bears and
BS, boxing coach Dewitt "Dee" University of San Francisco Dons
Portal will be the guest speaker in this ’year’s competition.
on Carroll Hansen’s sports -program at 10:15 o’clock.
Hansen will quiz the San Jose
State college mit tutor on the kming program offered at the Washington Square campus as well as
the Gold and White squad’s chances in the Pacific Coast IntercolArt Fletcher, Ex-Yankee coach, legiate ind National Collegiate
boxing invitewho died of a heart atack recently Athletic association
held within the next
to
be
tionals
in Los Angeles, turned down the
two .weeks.
Yankee mangerial job because he
knew he had a weak ticker and
There are now ten sororities at
couldn’t -stand the strain of run- San Jose State college that have
MARCH 26
ning a ball club.
national affiliations.

Yes, potato donuts and ice cream
are just right for that after-party

Boy: "After I get my
haircut from
Henry."

- -
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MAT MEMOS

kept the Modern medicine man
away from his door by his eating of an apple ever/ day. Ted
reeoniinends this treatment to nil coaches who get those midnestioft worries:NCAA BoundSwimmer. PAT
McCONN2LL, Sparta’s claim to
fame in the water world, leaves
soon for the NCAA competition at
Ohio State university in Columbus, Ohio. To those fans who have
not sten this expert performer of
he diving board, all we can say
is, Kiddo, you’ve really missed a
vautiful performance. Lots ofl
uck, Pat.

,.

Unlimited use of ski lifts and a daily ski school lesson
Monday through Friday. ’
Make reservations through ,Kiski Lodge, Norden, Calif.,
$5.00 per person deposit required.
A WONDERFUt ’SPOT FOR A WONDERFUL TIME

4

-

-
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Williams Warns Organizations
To Tura in Lia Tome Pictures
All campus orgenizations that
said they would turn in a social
picture for their section in the
1950 La Terre, please do so immediately,: explained , Elaine WilliaMS. photo editor.

If ,,the organizations do not turn

in it picture a blank space will be
left where their picture should
have been, she said: Monday is
the deadline for all shots.

Prof Gives Cigars
Dr. Benjamin Naylor, assistant
professor of chemistry at San Jose
State college, Rinsed cigars last
week in the Nattiral Science department.
Occasion? His wife gave birth
to a seven pound girl in the Community hospital March 6.
Wanda Elizabeth is the babyIs
name.

VA Reveals 25 Percent of Veterans
Have Converted Insurance Policies
The Veterans *administration re-1 veterans who have converted their
vested todpy that qne out of every i insurance to permanent types have
four World War II veterans hold- I selected .20-payment life, the VA
ing National Service Life iitttr-Isaid.
Many veterans have chosen the
ance has converted his policy from I
term insurance to one or more of jgovernment insurance_ because the
the half-dozen permanent plans 1 premiums are smaller than those
I asked by private insurance cornavailable.
More than half of the 1,716,0001 panics.
-

I

Ever
wonder who runs
the
oil companies?

11. If you ask the average American to tell You
who runs this country, he’ll answer that the
people do. He may qualify that some by admitting
that the President, the Congress and the other
officials in Washington make the day-to-day decisions. But he knows that in the final analysis it is
the people’s vote and the people’s opinion that
really-determine how our country shall be run.

2. Ask the average American to tell you who
runs American business and 9 times out of 10 he’ll
tell you it’s "management" or "Wall Street" or

"Big Business." Actually, the American people
have for more yoke in the conduct of American
business than they have in the conduct of American government. Because they cast thousands
of times as many personal votes on it each year!

3. For example, every time an American in our
marketing territory buys 5 gallons of gasoline he
casts a "vote" for or against Union Oil Company,
its products or its services. During the course of
each week, practically every one of the 5-millionodd car owners in our territory "votes" at least
once on this Issue. At the same time, several million more "votes" are being cast that week on the
hundreds of other products we make.

’UNION OIL
COMPANY
4. The" combined total of these "votes" by the
puople in this country determines Union’s entire
course of action whether it shall be Atig or
small, whether it shell expand its drilling operations or curtail theth, whether it must raise its
prime or lower them, whether it shall .succeed

or fail.

S. When you realize that this voting on Union
Oil Company policy land the policies et all .Aruerican business) iegoitig on constantly 24 hours a day
the "ayes" with a resounding.ring of the cash
register, the "nays" with an equally resounding
silence - you begin to understand that the person
who actually runs American beelines’ is you, the
American customer. Furthermore, you "vote"
thousands of times oftener each year on the conduct of Amerigan.business than on the conduct
of the Avorkd’s meet democratic government.

OF

CALIFORNIA

tato
This series, sponsored by the people of Union Oil
Company, is dedicated to a discussion of how
and 1104 American business fig 71 diens. We hop,:
you’ll feel free to send in any suggestions or c riticioans you lave to offer. Write: The President,
Union Oil Company, Union Oil Building LOS
Angeles Zr, Califern4iii..
INCO2PORATIO IN CALIFORNIA, 00011111 17,

